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The purpose is to investigate the secondary defects distribution to test the influence of the irradiation
mode on the microstructure in Eurofer97 and a model alloy (Fe–9 wt% Cr). Two modes are experimented
at the same damage (3 dpa) at 350 and 550 �C. The first is a long-time continuous irradiation and the
second is a short-time irradiation. The materials studied are irradiated by krypton ions. The first step
consists in qualitative characterization of the secondary defects. Post irradiation in situ annealing
experiments show that accumulated defects condense at temperature higher than 550 �C in Eurofer. In
the investigated conditions, the irradiation mode does not induce a major difference: the morphologies,
sizes and densities of loops are quite similar.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The simulation of neutron irradiation is realized for the best by
charged particles that create large collision cascades and makes
available damages up to several dpa in less than an hour. The valid-
ity of such experiments requires knowledge of how the flux in-
crease modifies the irradiation microstructure at a given fluence.
The objective of this work is to observe the loops distribution of
Eurofer and a model ferritic alloy when irradiated at 3 dpa under
two flux conditions (Table 1). The first is a short time (18 min)
and a second a long-time irradiation (6 h) corresponding to a factor
20 on the flux level. Two temperatures have been investigated: 350
and 550 �C.

In the following, we present first the morphologies of the dislo-
cation loops formed by irradiation. In a case where no defect was
present, a post-irradiation annealing has been performed to test
the condensation of eventually accumulated defects.

2. Experimental method

The materials studied are Eurofer97 (Fe–9Cr–1W–0.4Mn–0.2V–
0.15Ta–0.11C) and a model alloy (Fe–9 wt%Cr) irradiated as thin
foils for electron microscopy. The Eurofer presents a martensitic
structure with a dislocation network in the laths. The model alloy
shows 50 lm equiaxed grains free of lattice defects.

The irradiations are performed in the Van de Graaff accelerator
of the SRMP with 700 keV Kr2+ ions, at 350 and 550 �C at fluencies
given in Table 1. The vacuum in the specimen chamber is lower
ll rights reserved.
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than 10�7 Torr. With such setup used for several studies no con-
tamination has been reported. The samples are thin foils (thickness
lower than 200 nm) prepared by electro-polishing before irradia-
tion using a mixture of perchloric acid (10%), butoxyethanol
(20%) and ethanol (70%). The expected level damage was 3 dpa
but we obtained a larger fluence after the long-time irradiations
leading to conclusions to be confirmed in further experiments.
The penetration range is about 200 nm and the ions mainly stay
in the foil. The surface effect is considered as limited from the
observation of reduced loop free zones.

The annealing has been performed inside the transmission elec-
tron microscope by use of a GATAN double tilt holder. After heating
at 20 �C/min, we realized isochronal steps that consist in heating at
various temperatures during 30 min and then come back to room
temperature to make a fine observation of the eventual evolution.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Nature of loops

3.1.1. Irradiation at 350 �C
After the short-time mode, in Eurofer, the lath microstructure

and the dislocation network does not show evolution after the irra-
diation. Between the lines, despite a fine investigation, no clusters
have been detected. Conversely the model alloy show a homoge-
neous distribution of small loops visible as black dots.

After the long-time mode, inside the lath microstructure of
Eurofer, dislocation loops are observed as large defects (max
22 nm) and black dots. Due to the bending of the foils, the observa-
tion is limited to a small region close to the extinction fringes and
the better images are given by bright field conditions (Fig. 1). A
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Fig. 2. Eurofer, distribution of the loops sizes after long-time irradiation at 350 �C,
peaks at 7 and 19 nm.

Table 1
Irradiation conditions.

Long time: 6 h, low flux Short time: 0.3 h, high flux

Damage rate (dpa/s) Flux (ions/cm2 s) Damage rate (dpa/s) Flux (ions/cm2 s)

1.4 � 10�4 4.46 � 1010 2.8 � 10�3 8.9 � 1011
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histogram of the sizes distribution has been obtained, which shows
two populations of loops (Fig. 2). One peaks around 7 nm and the
second around 19 nm.

In the model alloy, a similar microstructure is present. Again,
loops are present with a bi-modal distribution but the density is
larger with a factor about 1.5. The high density of loops impedes
a safe loop size histogram. Some loops are very large (>30 nm)
and some dislocation lines are present.

3.1.2. Irradiation at 550 �C
After the short-time mode at 550 �C, in the Eurofer, the observa-

tion inside laths becomes difficult because the total number of dis-
location lines has increased. This comes from two origins. First, it
seems that the density of the dislocation network has increased
(likely by climb), secondly, large clusters located in {100} plane
are present (Fig. 3) as large dislocation loops (>80 nm) with
h100i burger’s vectors.

In the model alloy, the initial microstructure makes it easy to
detect the loops that are homogeneously distributed. They are sim-
ilar to the one present in the Eurofer (Fig. 4). The shape of the loops
can be clearly observed and reveals indentations along the line lim-
iting the loop (Fig. 5) showing a flower-like shape. Some smaller
loops with straight dislocation lines are visible close to the foil
edge.

After the long-time mode at this same temperature, large de-
fects located in {100} are present as dislocation loops (>80 nm).

The model alloy shows less deformation of the grains, which al-
lows the realization of better pictures than in the Eurofer. It pre-
sents a homogeneous distribution of loops with a density of
varying about 1–2 � 1020 m�3. The high density limits observa-
tions of other defects.

These loops are shown for the best when they are edge on. They
are mainly located in {100} planes but some of them are shown in
Fig. 1. Eurofer irradiated at 350 �C (long time: 1.4 � 10�4 dpa/s).
planes close to �{120}. The diameter of these loops reaches the
large value of 400 nm with a mean value around 200 nm.

4. Annealing effect in Eurofer and the model alloy

As the observations in Eurofer do not reveal any microstructure
due to short-time irradiation at 350 �C conversely to the model al-
loy irradiated in the same conditions, which shows tiny loops
(2 nm), post-irradiation annealing treatments have been per-
formed. The purpose is to estimate if the produced defects have
been totally eliminated by recombination or a large part of them
is still present in the lattice.

Eurofer presents some dislocation lines before annealing but
during heating, no evolution can be detected up to 450 �C. A small
Fig. 3. Eurofer irradiated at 550 �C: loops edge on inside a martensitic lath.



Fig. 4. Model alloy irradiated at 550 �C: loops in 100 and �120 planes. Fig. 6. Dislocation loops in the Eurofer after irradiation and annealing at 550 �C.
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displacement seems to occur after heating at 500 �C. Beside the
lines, no new defect appears up to heating at 550 �C. At this tem-
perature, the evolution becomes important and small resolved
loops appear.

The defects formed after heating consist in 3–15 nm resolved
loops (Fig. 6). The larger ones show a square shape. The observa-
tions close to the foil edge and in the thicker region show the same
distribution size despite a larger density (about 3) due to a larger
thickness of the foil. This excludes a spurious effect as injection
of vacancies from weak oxidation of the surfaces. More precisely,
as the surface is similar for the two regions, an injection of defects
(vacancies) from the surface would lead to larger clusters in the
thin region.This means that the surface does not influence the loop
growth.
Fig. 5. Model alloy irradiated at 550 �C: loops tilted showing indentations.
In the model alloy irradiated at 350 �C, a homogeneous distribu-
tion of tiny dislocations loops is present (<2 nm). During heating,
the evolution begins at 456 �C and at the final temperature step
(554 �C) loops are now resolved (5 nm). Many regions of the foil
have been observed where the growth of initial tiny loops has been
confirmed.

5. Irradiation mode effect

5.1. Discrepancies at 350 �C between short and long-time irradiations

One major difference is the lack of clusters in the Eurofer after
short time relatively to the presence of clusters after long time (Ta-
ble 2). This absence has been analyzed by heating the sample at
higher temperature: 550 �C. The formation of defects has been ob-
served, meaning that the clusters were too small to be observed at
that fluence.

The larger fluence of the long-time irradiation is the main argu-
ment to explain the formation of loops in the Eurofer. The popula-
tion of loops presents a bi-modal distribution with two peaks at 7
and 19 nm. Again, in the model alloy, as compared to short-time
irradiations, the loop size increases and a bi-modal distribution is
present.

5.2. Discrepancies at 550 �C between short and long-time irradiations

The same type of large loops is present after short and long-
time irradiations in the two alloys (Table 3). After long-time
Table 2
Microstructure at 350 �C after short and long-time irradiation.

Eurofer Model alloy

Short time Loops density No observable
defects

Uni-modal distribution:
�5 � 1021 m�3

Loops size – Small loops: <5 nm
Long time Loops density About twice than

in the model alloy
�3 � 1021 m�3

Bi-modal distribution:
�5 � 1021 m�3

Loops size Two sizes: 7 and
19 nm

Larger loops, two sizes: 7
and 28 nm



Table 3
Microstructure at 550 �C after short and long-time irradiation.

Eurofer Model alloy

Short time Loops density Heterogeneous, <107 m�1 <1020 m�3

Loops size Max 150 nm Max. 150 nm
Long time Loops density At least twice larger than after short time 1–2 � 1020 m�3

Loops size Max. 300 nm Max. 400 nm
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irradiation, the clusters are very much larger with a higher density.
Too many defects are present to give a good observation.

In the Eurofer, the original dislocations network is still visible
between loops after short-time irradiation in Eurofer. It is no more
possible to observe it after the long-time irradiation.
6. Discussion and conclusions

After irradiation at 550 �C, the loop free zone close to surfaces is
small and the microstructure of the two alloys consists mainly of
large edge loops located in {100} planes. They are present in Euro-
fer, meaning that the initial glide dislocations are not good sinks.
These loops do not have a tendency to glide and interact to form
a dislocation network in comparison to what occurs in fcc alloys.
The occurrence of indentations on loops has been reported after
electron irradiation in pure iron [1,2] and Fe–Cr (about 9–10%)
[3,4]. It is the first report of their occurrence after ion irradiation.
It is correlated to a flux of vacancies towards the interstitial loops.

After irradiation at the lower temperature (350 �C), smaller
loops are almost always present. They do not show the same mor-
phology than after high temperature irradiation (550 �C), and two
populations are present whose size are, respectively, centered at 7
and 19 nm. In the case where no loops were observed in Eurofer, a
post-irradiation heating at 550 �C reveals resolvable loops. They
originate from the defects accumulated during the low-tempera-
ture irradiation that migrate and create large loops. In the model
alloy, loops begin to grow at a lower temperature. This means that
at the highest flux, the recombination rate does overcome the
accumulation of defects.
We observed that the mean diameter of loops increases with a
large factor (8–10) from 350 to 550 �C. This evolution is attributed
to the number of nucleus that decreases with temperature. The
evolution intensity is larger than in stainless steels and the
discrepancies need to be analyzed in terms of point defects
behaviour.

About the flux effect, the lack of defects in short-time irradia-
tion at low temperature in Eurofer requires to be reconsidered by
comparison to long-time irradiations at the very same fluence.
Nevertheless, it seems that the flux variation does not modify
qualitatively the morphologies of loops and the microstructure is
similar. Some observed discrepancies on size of loops, at high
temperature are also attributed to fluctuations of the ion beam
leading to an unexpected higher fluence.

Despite a dose rate thousand times lower than after in reactor
neutrons irradiations, the microstructure is similar to the one of
a small damage neutron irradiation. Consequently the simulation
by heavy ions appears as a reliable way to predict neutrons effects.
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